
TITLES AND ABSTRACTS

HOMOTOPY THEORY: TOOLS AND APPLICATIONS

Monday

Agnès Beaudry: K(n)-local Picard Groups and Gross-Hopkins Duality .
The Picard group of a symmetric monoidal category is the group of invertible
objects up to isomorphisms with respect to the monoidal product. The K(n)-local
homotopy categories are known to have rich Picard groups, especially when the
prime p is small with respect to n. The importance of understanding the structure
of these groups is highlighted by the fact that the Gross-Hopkins dual of the K(n)-
local sphere is an invertible element of the K(n)-local category. I will discuss this
topic with an emphasis on the case n = p = 2.

Mark Behrens: The tmf resolution for Z. Bhattacharya-Egger have recently
constructed a 2-primary type 2 complex Z which admits a v12-self map, and com-
puted the E2-term of its localized Adams-Novikov spectral sequence. I will de-
scribe its tmf -based Adams spectral sequence. Localized, this will recover the
Bhattacharya-Egger computation, and low dimensional computations in the un-
localized spectral sequence will show that in fact the localized spectral sequence
collapses, resulting in a computation of the K(2)-local homotopy groups of Z. This
is joint work with Agnes Beaudry, Prasit Bhattacharya, Dominic Culver, and Zhouli
Xu.

Magdalena Kȩdziorek: An algebraic model for rational G-spectra. The
category of G-spectra, for any compact Lie group G is very interesting, but at the
same time very complicated. A big part of the interesting information comes from
the internally encoded group action while one of the main complications comes from
working over the integers. The first step on our understanding is to simplify this
category by working over the rationals. This removes the complexity coming from
ordinary stable homotopy theory, while leaving much of the information about the
group G.

In this talk I will present an algebraic model for rational G-spectra for various
compact Lie groups G. This is a way of understanding rational G-spectra purely
in terms of algebraic data. I will discuss the methods behind obtaining algebraic
models and what we can deduce from them.

This is joint work with David Barnes and John Greenlees.

Haynes Miller: Some homological localization theorems. The first odd-
primary stable homotopy class not in the image of J is the element of order 3 in
dimension 10 known as β1. It is represented by a non-nilpotent class in the Adams
E2 term at the prime 3 (and is non-nilpotent also in motivic stable homotopy). I’ll
describe recent work with Eva Belmont on the localization obtained by inverting
β1.
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Tuesday

Mike Hopkins: Equivariant dual of Morava E-theory . In this talk I will
describe an approach to identifying the Spanier-Whitehead dual of the fixed point
spectrum of a finite subgroup of the Morava stabilizer group acting on the Morava
E-theory spectrum. The resulting formula is useful in understanding the homotopy
groups of the K(n)-local sphere. This is joint work with Agnes Beaudry, Paul
Goerss and Vesna Stojanoska.

Anna Marie Bohmann: CoTHH and calculations. Hochschild homology
is a classical invariant of algebras which enjoys a “topological” version known as
topological Hochschild Homology or THH. This is an invariant of algebra spectra
that has close ties to K-theory and to Waldhausen’s A-theory. In this talk, I will
discuss the related invariant for coalgebras, (topological) coHochschild homology,
which was defined by Hess. CoTHH is also related to K-theory and A-theory and
is the subject on ongoing work by Hess and Shipley. I will focus on calculational
tools for accessing this invariant, including a “coBökstedt spectral sequence”. This
is joint work with Gerhardt, Hogenhaven, Shipley and Ziegenhagen.

Nitu Kitchloo: Higher Associative structures on Moore Spectra. We
study the methods introduced by Eric Friedlander in his proof of the stable Adams
conjecture which establishes the J-homomorphism from (the p-completion of) BU
to that of BGl(S0) as an infinite loop map. Using an arithmetic fracture argu-
ment, we extend this result to the p-local setting. As an application of our result,
we show that the mod pk Moore spectrum has the structure of an Apk−1 associative
spectrum for any odd prime p (a slightly weaker result holds for p = 2). If time
permits, I will offer evidence suggesting that our result may be optimal for odd
primes. This talk describes joint work with P. Bhattacharya.

Tyler Lawson: Higher multiplication and the Brown-Peterson spectrum.
We’ll begin by discussing a very general framework for secondary operations that
includes the triple products of Massey and Toda. We will then discuss how calcu-
lations of secondary operations in the dual Steenrod algebra excludes the existence
of a highly structured multiplication on the Brown-Peterson spectrum at the prime
2.

Wednesday

Jacob Lurie: Brauer Groups in Stable Homotopy Theory . In this talk, I’ll
describe joint work with Mike Hopkins on the Brauer groups of Lubin-Tate spectra,
and describe some applications to the classification of associative algebra structures
on Morava K-theory.

Inna Zakharevich: Constructing derived zeta functions. The zeta function
of a variety X over a finite field Fq is given by Z(X, t) = exp

∑
n≥1 |X(Fqn)| t

n

n .
This evidently does not depend on the variety, but rather its point counts; in par-
ticular, Z(X, t) only depends on the class of X in the Grothendieck ring of varieties
K0(VarFq

). In addition, using the Lefschetz fixed point theorem the function itself
can be thought of as packaging the information of the K0-group of representations
of Frobenius. Thus Z(−, t) is a map between K0-groups. In this talk we will ex-
plain this relationship in more detail and show how to lift Z(−, t) to a map between
K-theory spectra.
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Rick Jardine: Galois cohomological descent . I will review the setup for the
various flavours of Galois descent, and compare with assertions about homotopy
fixed points.

I will show that finite descent implies Galois cohomological descent in the pres-
ence of a particular pro-equivalence.

The pro-equivalence part of the story is recent, and was not understood at the
time (pre 1996), when proving finite descent for algebraic K-theory was the favoured
attack on the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture.

Thursday

Kathryn Hess: Configuration spaces of products. I will explain the con-
struction of a new model for the configuration space of a product of two closed
manifolds in terms of the configuration spaces of each factor separately. The key
to the construction is the lifted Boardman-Vogt tensor product of modules over
operads, developed earlier in joint work with Dwyer.

Joint work with Bill Dwyer and Ben Knudsen.

Marc Hoyois: Motivic infinite loop spaces. I will present a recognition prin-
ciple for infinite P1-loop spaces in motivic homotopy theory, in the form of an
equivalence between the category of connective motivic spectra and that of motivic
spaces with certain finite transfers. This result implies that the underlying space
of the motivic sphere spectrum is representable by an explicit smooth ind-variety,
which is a principal GL-bundle over a smooth subscheme of the Hilbert scheme of
points on A∞.

This is joint work with Elden Elmanto, Adeel Khan, Vladimir Sosnilo, and Maria
Yakerson, building on recent work of Ananyevskiy, Garkusha, Neshitov, Panin, and
Voevodsky.

Doug Ravenel: The C2 -equivariant analog of the subalgebra of A gener-
ated Sq1 and Sq2. I will describe motivic and C2-equivaraint analogs of the mod
2 Steenrod algebra and sketch the computation of the Ext groups for the indicated
subalgebra. This is joint work with Bert Guillou, Mike Hill and Dan Isaksen.

Hans-Werner Henn: Resolutions in K(2)-local homotopy theory – old
and new . Resolutions in K(2)-local homotopy started with work of Goerss, Henn,
Mahowald and Rezk. Such resolutions have turned out to be a central tool in ana-
lyzing qualitative and quantitative properties of the K(2)-local homotopy category
at small primes, first at the prime 3 and more recently at the prime 2.

We will revisit these developments and outline some ideas how to improve on
properties of the existing resolutions at the prime 2 and possibly simplify the con-
struction of some resolutions.

David Blanc: Higher order homotopy invariants. Higher order invariants
for topological spaces, and in more general settings, occur in various forms. We try
to show how examples such as higher cohomology operations, or differentials and
filtration in the Adams spectral sequence - are related to more basic invariants for
the R-type of a space (for R = Fp or Q).

Joint work with Samik Basu, Hans Baues, Mark Johnson, Debasis Sen, and Jim
Turner.
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Friday

Birgit Richter: Juggling formulae for higher THH. Topological Hochschild
homology (THH) is the target of the trace map from algebraic K-theory. Similarly,
iterated algebraic K-theory maps to an iterated version of THH, the so-called torus
homology. In joint work with Halliwell, Hoening, Lindenstrauss and Zakharevich
and further joint work with Lindenstrauss we develop juggling formulae for higher
order THH, and more generally, relating X-homology of a commutative ring spec-
trum to its ΣX-homology for a simplicial set X. We apply these results in concrete
examples, gaining for instance a relationship between higher order Hochschild and
higher order Shukla homology.

Jack Morava: Chern characters for Lubin-Tate lifts of K(n). Recently
Scholze, Bhatt, and others, generalizing earlier [2006] work of Hesselholt, have
shown that the p-adic topological Hochschild homology algebra

THH∗(oP ,Zp) ∼= oP [γp]

of the valuation ring oP of a perfectoid extension field P of Qp is polynomial, on a
single generator of degree two.

Lubin-Tate theory constructs a maximal totally ramified abelian extension L∞/L

for any local number field L (say of degree n over Qp), whose completion L̂∞

is perfectoid. Schneider and Teitelbaum’s rigid analytic parametrization [2001]
of Lubin-Tate groups define complex orientations for THH(o

L̂∞ ,Zp), leading to a
generalization of the Chern character for integral lifts of the K(n)s associated to
Lubin-Tate groups.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.04702

Zhouli Xu: Computing stable homotopy groups of spheres. In this talk,
I will review some ideas and methods for computing stable stems using spectral
sequences. I will also discuss recent progress and some new ideas and methods.
This is joint with Bogdan Gheorghe, Dan Isaksen and Guozhen Wang.

Brooke Shipley: Coalgebras, coTHH, and trace maps. I will discuss joint
work with Hess which constructs trace maps from K-theory to (topological) co-
Hochschild homology for differential graded coalgebras and for coalgebra spectra.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.04702
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